EVANGELISM AND DISCIPLE-MAKING – CHURCH-PLANTING NETWORK – SOUTHEAST ASIA
This booming Southeast Asian city has seen allot of change in its 1,000-year history. Recent urban
development has changed the city skyline as many are moving here to study or find work. With its
Buddhist and secular influences many are far from Christ and have never heard the life-changing story of
Jesus. The Encompass team is being invited to work among educators and business leaders in the city.
Serving in partnership with the Encompass team you’ll have the opportunity to be the hands, feet, and
voice of Jesus to the least reached.
RESPONSIBILITIES
-Learn the language and culture so you can thrive in a cross-cultural ministry.
-Spend time in the community building relationships and sharing the gospel with others.
-Spend time serving people through a variety of projects and programs.
-Disciple new believers and see them begin to gather and grow as a spiritual community.
-Equip indigenous leaders to start multiplying culturally appropriate expressions of church.
-Commit to working on a team together with other global workers and indigenous leaders.
-Commit to discover ministry partners who will pray and support you financially.
QUALIFICATIONS
-Ability to adapt and be flexible in a different culture while maintaining the posture of a learner.
-Ability to learn a new language and communicate at a deeper level in that language.
-Ministry experience that demonstrates a commitment to evangelism and disciple-making.
-A supportive sending church that helps to discern and affirm your readiness to enter ministry.
-A bachelor’s degree with some formal Biblical training is preferred.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Encompass is committed to investing in you personally and professionally, so you’re prepared for a
growing, fruitful ministry. Global Workers at Encompass are committed to a growing faith in Jesus, see
themselves primarily as disciple-makers, and want to serve together with others on a team. This is a
long-term ministry opportunity that requires a commitment of six years. If you’re interested in this
opportunity and would like to talk with a mobilizer about it, please contact: GO@EncompassWorld.org
and download our Pre-Application form.

